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The Linux Kernel is a world-class operating system controlling most of our computing infrastructure: mobile devices, Internet
routers and services, and most of the supercomputers. Linux is also an example of low-level software with no comprehensive
regression test suite (for good reasons). The kernel’s tremendous societal importance imposes strict stability and correctness
requirements. These properties make Linux a challenging and relevant target for static automated program repair (APR).
Over the last decade, a signiicant progress has been made in dynamic APR. However, dynamic APR techniques do not
translate naturally to systems without tests. We present a static APR technique addressing sequential locking API misuse
bugs in the Linux Kernel. We attack the key challenge of static APR, namely the lack of detailed program speciication,
by combining static analysis with machine learning to complement the information presented by the static analyzer. In
experiments on historical real-world bugs in the kernel, we were able to automatically re-produce or propose equivalent
patches in 85% of the human made patches, and automatically rank them among the top three candidates for 64% of the cases
and among the top ive for 74%.
CCS Concepts: · Software and its engineering → Software defect analysis.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Automated repair, static program repair, api misuse
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INTRODUCTION

Automatic Program Repair (APR) aims to repair buggy programs by automatically constructing source-level
patches [1]. A large proportion of the techniques proposed over the past decade use test cases to guide repair. That
is, the correctness of a program for APR purposes is deined as passing tests in a provided automated test suite
(e.g., [2ś10]). At a high level, these types of techniques begin by applying a fault localization mechanism to the
provided tests and buggy program to identify likely locations for repair, and then generate or synthesize candidate
patches for these locations seeking those that cause all tests to pass (called plausible patches) [2, 8]. Careful
algorithm design typically aims to increase the probability that a plausible patch will generalize reasonably
to other test sets [11]. The tests, and the ability to run them eiciently and automatically, are thus key to the
expressive power, quality, applicability, and eiciency of these methods.
However, eicient and fully automated test suites are not always available. Tests can be inherently hard to
write or automate for certain classes of systems (e.g. long-lived systems with long accumulated legacy code),
and even if automated at high cost, the beneits can be limited. This category of software includes systems-level
software and embedded control software in cyber-physical systems and robotics. A good example is the Linux
Kernel (the subject system of this paper): since a very substantial part of its codebase interacts directly with
hardware, it contains very few automated tests. As thousands of hardware components cannot possibly coexist on
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a single computer system, it would not be possible to execute a test suite for all of them and would be practically
impossible to maintain (the list of supported hardware is changing rapidly). Moreover, tests for core kernel
components must be run virtually, since the test infrastructure requires an operating system to run. Even if
feasible, such a setup would still leave many properties untestable or diicult to diagnose. For these reasons, the
kernel project famously and efectively relies on code review for accepting new contributions, and on specialized
tools supporting manual bug triaging. Operating system kernels and drivers are also ripe targets for static analysis
tools [12], which are well-positioned to ind property violations that are often critical in such systems (e.g.,
resource leaks, concurrency errors) but particularly diicult to test for deterministically.
How do we build APR tools for systems with hard-to-ind bugs, and limited access to test execution? One
promising answer is static APR [13, 14]. Static program repair relies on static analyzers to identify bugs and
to localize, construct, and reason about candidate patches. The main challenge with using static analyzers to
guide program repair, however, is that they reason about programs via abstraction. As a result, they typically
ignore iner grained details of program state, as well as overall notions of correctness, in the interest of tracking
only sparse general properties. In addition to posing practical challenges for patch construction (which must
contend with actual source code), this poses additional challenges to patch correctness. Put simply, many scalable
static analyzers explicitly disregard concerns about whole-program functional correctness, and thus łoverittingž
patches can be particularly easy to construct. For instance, consider a double-lock bug inder applicable to Linux
Kernel code. Such an analyzer can detect locking errors in real-world code (two consecutive lock operations on
the same lock in the same thread). However, trivially, such a detector will also happily declare a program correct
if all locks were removed! Such a repair is almost never correct, as it introduces race conditions, even though
the analyzer in question is satisied. Instead, additional reasoning is required.
Our insight is that, following the philosophy of certain classic APR techniques [15], it can be possible to learn
just enough additional correctness speciications from other places in the same code base. Our patch ranking tool
uses both statically recovered information (memory regions and efects) and syntactic information (types and
identiiers) as features.
In this paper we attempt to realize this idea for locking API misuse bugs. We develop a specialized repair
technique based on coloring the program control low graph to synthesize a set of repair candidates. We apply
information retrieval techniques to analyze the other places in the code that use the incriminated lock and learn
an estimation of the critical resource being protected by the lock. Finally we use this estimator to rank diferent
repair proposals with respect to how well they protect the critical resource. Overall, the contributions of this
work are:
• A formal characterization of possible API misuses for a 2-function resource reservation API (such as
lockśunlock),
• A static APR method and implementation that synthesizes repairs for locking API misuses, by graph
coloring and ranking,
• A method to approximate the criticality of a line of code (i.e., likelihood of the line being in a critical section)
given a lock object, which can be applied to learn about code criticality in an error trace reported by a
static analyzer,
• An evaluation on the actual Linux Kernel codebase demonstrating that the APR method synthesizes and
prioritizes patches that are identical to those created by humans.
The technique does not require manual interventions or human written speciications, and works directly on
the Linux Kernel code. The key signiicance of these contributions lies in demonstrating how even an extremely
coarse grained, fast, and imprecise static analyzer can be used as a basis for an APR procedure by supplementing
it with (also static) learning capabilities.
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int a=0;
+ mutex_lock(&b->l);
while (a == 0) {
mutex_lock(&b->l);
if (b->head != Null) {
a=c+a; ...
}
f(a)
}
mutex_unlock(&b->l);
return a;
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int a=0;
while (a == 0) {
mutex_lock(&b->l);
if (b->head != Null) {
a=c+a; ...
}
f(a)
+
mutex_unlock(&b->l);
}
- mutex_unlock(&b->l);
return a;

Fig. 1. A double-lock bug example with two ways to fix it.

The technique is implemented in a prototype tool, Crayons. We evaluated Crayons on several versions of the
Linux Kernel code. We were able to automatically re-produce or propose equivalent patches for 85% of the human
made patches, and automatically rank 63% of them among the top three candidates and 74% among the top ive.
Moreover the experiments show that the contribution of the static analysis-based features is more signiicant
than that of syntactic features (program text) for efective ranking of patches.
While we restrict attention to the Linux Kernel project, we note that this project is of critical importance
and scale (over 20 million lines of code, over 4000 contributors, and over 400 contributing companies). From
a methodological perspective, the kernel contains a large diversity of systems code, more than a collection of
smaller evaluation subjects could cover. At the same time it imposes serious scalability and maturity requirements
on our tools. So while the techniques are not limited to the kernel code, the kernel does appear as a challenging
benchmark: if we can efectively repair bugs here, we should be able to extend the tool to handle other projects.
2

OVERVIEW

Figure 1 presents a simple illustrative example of a double-lock error inspired by a historical bug from the Linux
Kernel commit history (ca9fe1588427).1 We are using the Unix dif notation, so the buggy version is shown by
the lines without plus preixes. Consider the version before patching, on the lefthand side. Execution begins by
entering the while loop in Line 3, and then takes the lock (b->l) for the irst time on Line 4. The lock is held
for the entire iteration. At the second iteration, a double-lock occurs in Line 4; the thread thus hangs indeinitely,
as mutex locks are non re-entrant.
The original code was ixed by the patch shown in the lefthand side of Fig. 1, moving the lock acquisition
before the loop. An alternative repair, shown in the righthand side of the igure, moves the lock release inside the
loop. The choice between these two repairs depends on which resources in the program are protected by the lock,
i.e., which lines constitute a critical section. In the example, if the lock b->l protects only the variable b, then the
unlock call can be moved to a point in the loop after which b is not manipulated anymore (the righthand side).
If the lock protects a data structure iterated on by the loop, of which b is just a single link, then the lefthand code
is preferable, as it makes the entire traversal atomic. Although it is tempting to conservatively select a larger
critical section, a smaller critical section allows interleaving of loop iterations with another thread accessing
the resource. Which of these is preferred is application speciic.
We use this example throughout this section for illustration of the key ideas behind our technique for static
repair of lock API misuses. We begin by describing EBA, the static analyzer on which we build our repair technique
(Section 2.1) before providing a problem statement (Section 2.2) and an overview of our approach (Section 2.3).
We elaborate technical details of the approach in subsequent sections.
1 Commit

hashes in this paper can be used to access the kernel history as follows: https://github.com/torvalds/linux/commit/ca9fe1588427
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Line#

Source code

Efect[Regions]

Variable name/type

1
2

int a=0
mutex_lock(&b->l);

read[reg23],write[reg23]
!?f136, read[reg152,reg161], lock[r731]

a/int, const
mutex_lock/function,
b/struct debug_list*

3

while (a == 0)

read[reg23]

a/int

5

if (b->head != Null)

read[reg152]

b/struct debug_list*

6

a=c+a;

read[reg23,reg349], write[reg349]

a/int, c/int

8

f(a)

!?f4598, read[reg23], write[reg23]

a/int, f/function

10

mutex_unlock(&b->l);

!?f67, read[reg152,reg161],unlock[r731]

mutex_unlock/function,
b/struct debug_list*

Table 1. An annotated CFG entry for the example of Fig. 1. Four features are maintained in a CFG: effects, regions, variable names, and types.
The identifiers in square brackets refer to regions assigned by EBA.

2.1 EBA Bug Finder

We build our static bug repair tool on an existing static analyzer, EBA. EBA is a static inder for resource manipulation bugs, i.e., bugs that can be speciied as misuses of an API captured by a inite state monitor of a resource that
is represented as a pointer in a C program [16]. EBA is fast but relatively imprecise; it approximates the eiciency
of linters while adding a lightweight semantic abstraction in the analysis. This allows it to scale to the Linux
Kernel code base. EBA reasons about a program using its control-low graph annotated with computational efects
and aliasing information. A region is an abstraction of a memory location in which program values are stored.
If two variables are (potentially) aliased then they are represented by the same abstract region. A computation
is summarized by the efects it may produce, e.g. read or write a memory location, acquire or release a lock. An
efect is typically parameterized by a memory region, so that the tool knows which variable is read, which lock
is acquired, etc. Let r(�) be the region of variable �. Then we can summarize the entire program in Fig. 1 (repaired
or not) by the following unordered set of efects:
{readr( a ) , writer( a ) , readr( b ) , readr( b->l ) , readr( &b->l ) ,
readr( b->head ) , readr( &b->head ) , lockr( &b->l ) ,
unlockr( &b->l ) , readr( c ) , readr( f ) , . . .

}

(1)

EBA can track other resources and APIs beyond locks, which brings the potential of generalizing our static
repair method to other kinds of bugs, however in this paper we only consider locking problems. EBA calculates
summaries per node in the control low graph, so the sets tend to be small, with the exception of function call
sites (where the set summarizes the entire function body). Table 1 shows example CFG nodes generated from the
lefthand side of Fig. 1.
As we describe in subsequent sections, our technique requires labeled datasets for a learning component.
We therefore extend EBA to print CFGs accordingly (speciically mapping colors to CFG nodes, as described in
Sect. 2). We implement this via a monitor automaton applied while traversing a CFG; extending our approach to
diferent types of bugs therefore requires only providing a suitable such monitor.
ACM Trans. Softw. Eng. Methodol.
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a = 0;

a == 0

mutex lock(&b->l);
mutex unlock(&b->l);
b->head != Null

return a;
a = c+a

f(a);
Fig. 2. The CFG of the code in Fig. 1

2.2 Problem Statement

We focus on generating repairs for sequential lock manipulation bugs in C programs. We assume no tests, but
generate the repair entirely statically, assuming that a static analyzer has detected the bug and that we have
access to the analyzer’s internal representation of the program to understand how locks are used in the code
base. In particular, we assume a report issued by the EBA static analyzer identifying such a bug. To produce
acceptable patches for lock API misuse defects, a static APR tool needs to łunderstandž which resources are being
protectedÐa piece of information that we do not have a priori. C has no explicit annotations deining critical
resources. This lack of information guiding the repair strategy is inherent to static program repair. Static analyzers
track speciic generic properties and do not reason about complete program speciications. An APR tool based solely
on abstractions available in a particular static analyzer operates with very sparse information. While a generated
candidate repair might satisfy the static analyzer, the tool is left in the dark regarding whether other errors have
been introduced, especially in the absence of comprehensive test suites.
We consider two types of errors in static repair: (i) errors tracked by the static analyzer and (ii) errors opaque
to the analyzer. Atomicity violation is the example of the latter, because critical sections are not explicit in C
code. An example of the former is an unlock-without-lock.
The goal of this paper is to generate patches for these statically detected tracked bugs, minimizing the possibility
of introducing opaque bugs. We do this by combining a static reasoning approach to determine patch candidates,
supplemented with information retrieval techniques, to infer knowledge about the correct uses of locks in the
program under repair.
2.3 The Approach

Our solution consists of two high-level components: static reasoning to generate patches that can tackle the API
misuse bug in question, and an information retrieval-based analysis to provide information on critical sections
based on available usage data.
We designed our patch generation model to be unbiased, making no assumption on what should
be protected, and simple; translating to the model and back from it must be as simple as possible. We achieve this
by translating lock manipulation API calls and lock states to colors on vertices of the Control Flow Graph (CFG)
and expressing bugs as ill-colored edges. These errors are ixed by manipulating the graph and the coloring until
no errors are present or until a maximum repair threshold is reached. Let us discuss the example of Fig. 1 to
develop the key intuitions. We describe the technical details in Sect. 3.
Patch synthesis.
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Fig. 3. The two initial colorings (3a, 3b), their three induced colorings (3c, 3d, 3e) and their corresponding repairs (3f, 3g, 3h) for the code snippet
in Fig. 1. Edges linking vertices with inconsistent colors are dotted.

Figure 2 shows the statement CFG of the code snippet in Fig. 1. We decorate it with four colors: red (�), green
(�), orange (�) and black (�), representing the lock state along a potential execution. We color all the vertices in
which the lock &b->l is being taken with red, and all the vertices in which it is being released with green. Since
the entry vertex in the CFG is not a lock operation, it can only be colored with one of the other colors: black or
orange, meaning that the vertex is outside, respectively inside, a critical section. This gives rise to the two initial
colorings for our example, shown in Figures 3a and 3b.
The next step is to induce total colorings, where all vertices have a color assigned, following two rules: If a
vertex is red (green) then all its uncolored successors are colored orange (black). If a vertex is colored orange
(black) then we just propagate the same color to successors. Figures 3c to 3e show all the induced colorings for
the initial colorings of Figures 3a and 3b.
Every orange vertex is reachable with the lock held, and every black vertex is reachable with the lock released
(assuming all paths are feasible in the program). Consequently, Fig. 3a speciies that the CFG is entered with the
lock free, and Fig. 3b assumes that the CFG is entered with the lock held. Similarly, the existence of the back edge
in Figures 3c and 3d implies that in a set of possible executions, the branching vertex can be reached both with
the lock released and held.
In Fig. 3c, the back edge is ill-colored because the control low reaches the same vertex with the lock taken
and free. Independently, the other dotted edge in the igure is also ill-colored, this time because the vertex labeled
� can be reached in a state in which the lock is not taken (a black to green shift). All the ill-colored edges in
Figures 3d and 3e are dotted as well.
To repair the back (� → �) edge in Fig. 3c we remove it, insert a green vertex and add the � → �, � → �
edges (i.e. insert a lock release at the end of the loop); to repair the left dotted edge we can remove the green color
(see Fig. 3f). With an analogous analysis we can derive the repairs shown in Figures 3g and 3h. We do not consider
addition nor removal of orange or black vertices, because they do not modify the coloring of their successors.
To report a repair to the developer, every graph and coloring manipulation performed is translated to lock
operations. For example, the edits in Fig. 3f are reported to the developer as: (i) Remove unlock operation at � (ii)
Insert lock operation between � and �. Where �, � and � are CFG nodes identiiers.
The patch generator returns many patch proposals for each buggy function. We subsequently rank
them to produce the order in which they are to be presented to the developer.
We use a simple logistic regression model to choose among possible repair patches (possible critical sections
in our example), aiming at minimizing the opaque errors. The model approximates criticality for lines of code.
It is trained on code from the same project that shows no locking errors, but where the same resources (i.e., the
same variables) are manipulated. If we observe that certain resources are protected with the same lock elsewhere,
Patch ranking.
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{ closedl } s {closedl }
O

{ openl } lock(l) {closedl }
R

B
{ openl } s {openl }

G
{ closedl } unlock(l) {openl }

a Correct compositions of critical sections and locks

O

R

B

G

7

b Incorrect sequencings of colors and lock operations

Fig. 4. Locking API correct and incorrect uses. Red (� ) represents a lock call, green (� ) an unlock call, orange (� ) represents a third statement
in a critical section, and black (� ) a statement outside.

we gain conidence that lines manipulating them in the problematic code should also be protected. We estimate
the level of conidence into a repair as a real number, depending on how well the regression model trained on
other uses of code agrees with the coloring produced by the patch generator. Then we rank the patch proposals
according to these estimates.
To learn a model of criticalityÐthat is, that predicts whether a line belongs to a critical section or notÐwe use
EBA to generate a dataset of CFGs. The CFGs are generated from correct code, with no tracked errors, that uses
the lock participating in the bug under repair. Each CFG contains features that are either syntactic (e.g., variable
names) or statically recovered information (e.g., memory regions) about statements in lines of code. The ground
truth for parameter itting is obtained by coloring the vertices in the CFG following the policy explained above.
We use a statistical measure that represents how critical resources are with respect to a lock. For each feature,
we estimate how characteristic (or discriminating) its value is for the critical section. We consider a term possibly
critical if it appears in a critical section, and non-critical if it appears outside the critical section in non-buggy
code. For example, in Table 1, if variable name a appears exclusively within a critical section for the buggy lock,
regardless of how often it appears, then the probability that it is a critical resource is high. As a result, lines
including this variable name such as Lines 3, 6, and 8 in the code on the left side of Fig. 1 should be protected with
higher probability, since they contain this critical feature. However, if a has not appeared in any critical section
in the reference corpus, this lowers the probability that these lines need to be protected. The criticality of a line
is estimated from a linear combination of the criticality values calculated for the features (e.g. variable names
and variable types) in the line, with weights for each features it against the ground truth in the non-buggy code.
Once the regression model is trained on the non-buggy code, we use it to infer criticality between 0 and 1 for
all lines of code in the synthesized repair candidates. Then we compare this number with the color associated by
the repair synthesis algorithm. Intuitively, a candidate patch scores higher, if its criticality score is consistent
with the coloring, and lower if they disagree. Consider the two patches in Fig. 1. Assume that for Line 3, 6, and 8
a very high criticality score is calculated while the rest of the lines have lower criticality score, and that 1 and
0 are associated with black and orange vertices, respectively. Hence, after comparison, the patch on the left is
scored higher than the one on the right (e.g., 0.9 vs. 0.5). As a result, the patch on the lefthand side will be ranked
above the one on the righthand side.
3

REPAIR SYNTHESIS

We now delve into the technical details of Crayon’s repair synthesis mechanism.
ACM Trans. Softw. Eng. Methodol.
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Data: �� , � init
// A single exit node CFG with entry vertex � , �� and initial coloring � init
� ← � init // Start with the initial coloring
while � is not total do
let (�, �) ∈ � // Pick an already colored vertex
// Get all outgoing neighbors of v without color
let � + ⊆ Δ+ (�), � ∈ � + if � (�) is not deined
// Get the next color according to Fig. 4a

let � ← next(�) where next(�) = � if � ∈ {�, �} and
next(�) = �, next(�) = �
foreach � ∈ � + do � ← � ∪ {(�, �)} // update
return �
Fig. 5. A non-deterministic completion of an initial coloring, marking protected (orange) and unprotected (black) code.

3.1 Characterizing Sequential Locking Bugs

Throughout this paper we assume a lock l has two states openl and closedl . The statement lock(l) will set the
state of l to closedl if l is in the openl state. Analogously unlock(l) sets the state of l to openl if l is in the
closedl state. Any other statement s does not modify the lock state. We can formalize this speciication using
Hoare triples as follows:
{ ���� l } lock(l) { ������ l }
{ ������ l } unlock(l) { ���� l }
{ ������ l } s { ������ l }
{ ���� l } s { ���� l } .

To construct all possible API misuses we assign a vertex to each Hoare triple �(��), � (����), � (�����), �(����)
and draw an arrow between two vertices if the precondition of the target matches the post-condition of the
source (see Fig. 4a). By construction, any arrow not in Fig. 4a violates the composition of our Hoare triples. The
complement of Fig. 4a characterizes all possible locking API misuses (see Fig. 4b). We say two colors are consistent
if there is an arrow between them in Fig. 4a, we say they are inconsistent otherwise. Consequently, two colors are
inconsistent if they are adjacent in Fig. 4b.
Let �� be the single exit node CFG of a function � such that � is the entry vertex. We deine a partial initial
coloring � to be such that, for a vertex �:
� (�) =

(

�
�

if the vertex � is a lock operation on the lock l
.
if the vertex � is an unlock operation on the lock l

(2)

If the above equation does not deine � for the entry vertex �, we split the coloring in two, � � and � � , equal to �
everywhere, but � � (�) = � and � � (�) = �. Figures 3a and 3b show the two initial colorings for the example of
Fig. 1.
We subsequently construct the set of all total induced colorings as a ix point (Fig. 5). Each induced coloring is
constructed iteratively selecting an already colored node � and its uncolored neighbors. If �’s color is � or � then
its neighbors will have the same color. If �’s color is � (�) then its neighbors will be colored � (�). This color
assignment is how our Hoare triplets composition is translated into a coloring problem on the CFG. In Figures 3c
to 3e we show the three colorings induced by Figures 3a and 3b.
ACM Trans. Softw. Eng. Methodol.
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Bug Type

9

Witness [color trace]

lock without unlock � → �, � → �
unlock without lock � → �, � → �
missing lock
missing unlock

� → �, � → �
� → �, � → �

Table 2. Classification of inconsistent colors (edges in Fig. 4b) into lock API misuses. The notation �

→ � means that a CFG node is colored �

and its predecessor has color � .

Bug Type

Witness

Repair

Interpretation

lock without unlock � → �, � → �

Remove (last) � color Remove (last) lock taking call
Replace (last) � by � Replace (last) lock taking call by lock release call

unlock without lock � → �, � → �

Remove (last) � color Remove (last) lock release call
Replace (last) � by � Replace (last) lock release call by lock taking call

missing lock

� →�
� →�

Insert � vertex
Replace � by �

Insert lock taking call
Replace lock release call by lock taking call

missing unlock

� →�
�→�

Insert � vertex
Replace � by �

Insert lock release call
Replace lock taking call by lock release call

Table 3. Summary of repairs considered by our tool.

An induced coloring is buggy if an inconsistent edge �� exists such that the colors of its vertices are inconsistent
in the sense of Fig. 4b. In Figures 3c to 3e all inconsistent edges are dotted. Table 2 summarizes inconsistent
colorings and the locking bugs they represent.
3.2 Generating Fixes

We combine Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b to derive the repairs we consider. Table 3 summarizes all considered repairs. If the
error is a lock-without-unlock, two repairs are possible: the last � color (lock) can be removed from the induced coloring or replaced by � (unlock) in the induced coloring. If the error is a missing-lock with the witness � → � then
since the only possible path from � to � in Fig. 4a is through an � vertex, we insert a new vertex colored � between
the vertices colored � and �. If the witness is � → � we replace the color � by �, or change an unlock for a lock call.
A lock-without-unlock is symmetric to an unlock-without-lock, and a missing-lock is symmetric to a missing-unlock.
We deine a coloring problem as a directed graph �, a coloring of �, a list of repairs and a list of inconsistent
edges. To start the repair process, we create a coloring problem for each induced coloring. We repair every
inconsistent color pair in all coloring problems. Per each repair, we extract the initial coloring and the graph to
create new coloring problems of all the new induced colorings. The list of new problems is sorted greedily with
respect to the number of inconsistent edges in ascending order and only a predeined number, called candidate
threshold, of top candidates are considered for further repair. This pruning does not compromise coverage as the
initial coloring is preserved, but it helps with termination and convergence on a repaired CFG. If the problem
under repair has no inconsistent pairs, then we report the repairs as a candidate patch. If the number of repairs
exceeds a predeined threshold, then we give up the exploration of that particular problem.
ACM Trans. Softw. Eng. Methodol.
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Fig. 6. Example of the repairs performed on the induced coloring in Fig. 3c. The ill-colored edges in Fig. 6a (dotted edges) are annotated with the
corresponding bug type. Figures 6b and 6c are the two calculated repairs according to Tbl. 3; the previously ill-colored edges are annotated with
the corresponding repair.

As far as we know, the number of correct initial colorings for an arbitrary CFG, that is, initial colorings that
induce a unique coloring without incorrect edges, is unknown (an open problem). However, it is possible to
construct directed graphs isomorphic to CFG graphs that accept an exponential number of initial colorings all of
which induce correct colorings. To construct them we consider a base graph consisting of six nodes such that it
resembles an if-else with entry and exit nodes. There exist four initial diferent colorings such that the entry
and exit nodes are both black. We can paste � copies of this base graph to create a bigger (CFG) graph which
will have 4� diferent correct initial colorings with the root colored black. Thus we do not aim at exploring all
colorings in Crayons.
Figure 6 shows the induced coloring in Fig. 3c annotated with the type of bug as well as the repairs obtained
according to Tbl. 3. Interestingly, Fig. 6c introduces an opaque error, cf. Fig. 1, making the critical section too
small. We minimize the possibility of showing this kind of repairs to the developer by ranking the generated
repairs using a model of code criticality, discussed next.
3.3 Ranking Patch Proposals

The patch generator may produce more than one patch candidate. This motivates a mechanism to rank them, such
that the approach ultimately presents a small number of most likely patches to a developer. If patch generation
terminates successfully, then the patched candidate CFG contains no ill-colored edges, and its coloring shows
which nodes are assumed to be critical by the patch candidate. To avoid introducing opaque errors, we aim to
assess the correctness of this assumption, and use this assessment to rank the patches.
Assume that we could obtain an oracle that for each node in the CFG can estimate criticality as a real number
between 0 and 1. We will explain how to construct such an oracle in detail in Sect. 4. Given such an oracle,
we reduce the ranking problem for patches to computing the agreement (via distance) between the patch’s
conception of the critical section and the oracle’s. We map the color �� of a node �� to �� = 1 if it is critical, and to
�� = 0 if it is non-critical. Let �� ∈ [0, 1] be the criticality weight assigned by the oracle to �� . We ignore the lock
and unlock nodes and compute the absolute value of the diference between the patch coloring and the oracle:
︁
�=
|�� − �� |
(3)
�

We rank higher the patches with a smaller error � .
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LEARNING AND PREDICTING CRITICAL SECTIONS

We now detail the design of the Crayons’s criticality model for lines of code, that is, whether they should be
protected by a lock. We use this information to rank the produced patches (Sect. 3.3).
4.1 Learning Metrics

The criticality of a line (and consequently of each CFG vertex) is not explicit in C. However, we intuit that, in
a large project, competent programmers are likely to have written correct code using the same lock elsewhere.
We therefore learn an approximate model of criticality from functions that use the lock involved in our bug, but
that do not contain tracked bugs themselves. This requires a metric that can numerically describe which program
terms are typically used under the protection of a lock, and not used without it. This is reminiscent of a similar
idea used in document summarization to identify natural language terms speciic to a summarized document.
We thus adapt Term FrequencyśInverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), a classic metric for identifying the most
characteristic terms from a document, to our domain. In natural language processing, TF-IDF measures the
importance and relevancy of a word to a document with respect to a collection of other documents, a reference.
The TF-IDF of a word is directly proportional to the number of its occurrences in the document of interest, and
inversely proportional to the number of documents in the reference collection that contain the word. In our
application, a resource is critical if it is speciic to the critical sections in the code base, and it is not critical if
it appears in the collection of other code, outside known critical sections. The feature values (respectively efects
and regions, names, and types) are the terms, and we use TF-IDF to estimate how discriminating each feature
is for the critical section; this information in turn is used to train a model to estimate line criticality.
Generating a training corpus. Given a buggy function and a lock � participating in the bug, we irst obtain a corpus of
presumably correct intra-procedural CFGs from the system under repair. By presumably correct we mean that the
static analyzer does not lag lock usage on this code. We use other functions in the same ile or in iles nearby in
the project’s source tree (for the Kernel, we choose iles in the same subsystem). The CFGs are decorated with
the static abstraction of resources and colored as described in Sect. 2. Every vertex in a labeled CFG contains
a reference to the original line, the computational efects and memory regions involved (aliasing information),
as well as types and names of the variables occurring in the line. The entire training corpus is constructed
automatically during repair, given the program code base and the involved lock �. It has to be done in the same
run of the static analyzer that found the bug, so that the used abstract memory regions are the same in the CFG,
and the region assigned to � during bug inding can be used to detect when the incriminated lock is manipulated
in a CFG.

We use the following features as terms for TF-IDF. Each feature describes an aspect of statements/resources in a line �� in the code.
Terms (features).

Regions �(�� ). All memory regions read and modiied by a line. The set of participating regions abstractly
characterizes the resources afected by a line (possibly protected by the lock). Table 1 shows regions embedded
into efects, but we treat them as a separate feature during learning. For example reg23, reg153 in Lines 1 and 2
are regions.
Efects & Regions ��(�� ). All efects produced in the line of code, parameterized by the afected regions.
Efects provide an abstract characterization of the semantics of the line. Shown in the third column of Tbl. 1,
right after the source code.
Variable Names � � (�� ). Names that appear in a line. The feature provides a diferent characterization of
resources than regions. Names are oblivious to aliasing but carry meaning in the text of the name, which is
absent from abstract regions identiiers. Shown in the rightmost column of Tbl. 1, before each slash.
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Variable Types �� (�� ). Types of variables that appear in a line. Type names carry information about the
resources, too. For instance, modiications of a linked list are likely to be protected to get thread safety. Shown
after each slash in Tbl. 1.
We irst explain how to calculate TF-IDF for a single value of a single feature. The goal is to
obtain a metric that increases proportionally with the number of times that the value appears in critical sections.
Additionally, it is discounted by the number of times that it appears outside the critical section in the reference
collection. Let critical(�), respectively non-critical(�), represent the number of occurrences of the feature value �
(a token) appearing in a line labeled as critical, respectively non-critical, in the corpus. Let � be the total number
of lines in the corpus and � is the number of lines in which � appears in. Then:
Estimating criticality.

critical(�)
�
·
,
(4)
critical(�) + � · non-critical(�) �
where � is a parameter controlling the importance of appearance in non-critical vertices of CFGs. When � is large,
even a small number of occurrences of the feature value outside critical vertices, makes the score low. In this
paper we use � = 1, 10, 100, 1000, but exploring other values is potentially interesting in the future.
After computing the TF-IDF values for each valuation of each feature separately in each line; we calculate the
weight (criticality) of the lines. The criticality of a line depends on the criticality of the valuations of regions,
efects, variable names and types that appear in the line. To obtain a single value representing the criticality of
the entire line with respect to a single feature, say a variable name, we either (i) sum the criticality values of
all variable names in the line (an additive superposition) or (ii) take the maximum value of criticality among
the variable names appearing in the line (winner-takes-all). The intuition behind considering the sum of values
is that if there are several variable names that have a positive criticality this means that the line has a higher
probability to be critical. The intuition behind considering the maximum value is that the criticality of a line is
directly proportional to the most critical variable name (and other features) in that line. This criticality value is
calculated for all four features in the same way. After calculating these four values that represent the criticality
for the four features, we combine these values to obtain a weight for each line. But the contribution and inluence
of each feature in the weight of a line is not obvious and should be estimated using a learning method such as
linear regression.
The following equation shows the calculation of criticality of a line as a linear combination of the TF-IDF value
of the features present in the line. The criticality of line �� , denoted �� is estimated as:
Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê
�� = �
TF-IDF (�) + �
TF-IDF (�) + �
TF-IDF (�) + �
TF-IDF (�)
(5)
TF-IDF(�) =

� ∈R(�� )

� ∈ER(�� )

� ∈VN(�� )

� ∈VT(�� )

Where we use two operations ⊕ = {+, max}. Intuitively, using + takes into account the combined importance
(TF-IDF) of terms and using max means taking into account only the strongest terms in each lineÐso a line is
critical as soon as a single resource in a line is critical. In the above formula, �, �, �, and � are coeicients that
determine the contribution of each feature in the weight calculated for each line. These coeicients are tuned
using logistic linear regression. Note that the TF-IDF of feature values that do not appear in any critical section is
zero (cf. Eq. (4)). Hence these values do not contribute to the weight of the line. Logistic regression guarantees
that �� ∈ [0; 1].
5

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We implemented the above repair synthesis, criticality learning, and proposal ranking in an APR tool Crayons.
We used EBA [16] as the static analyzer. The repair synthesis is implemented in OCaml. The maximum repair
threshold is set to 6, and the candidate threshold to 3, that is, the tool will suggest repairs with at most six edits
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and in each round of repair, it will keep the three coloring problems with the fewest inconsistently colored edges.
Given the nature of the bugs we are targeting, six edits per repair is a good heuristic upper bound. A six-edit
patch means that the developer has forgotten to release the lock on at most six distinct error paths. In practice
most bug-ixing patches are short, fewer than ive edits [17]. Keeping the top three coloring problems allow us to
explore our search space without committing to a particular path. We used parallel map functions to calculate
patch candidates when possible.
We use the regression and scaling algorithms from sci-kit (https://scikit-learn.org/) to implement the criticality
estimation component, in Python. As regression tends to perform better when numerical input variables are
normalized, we scale the input term values to zero mean and unit variance, before feeding them into the regression
algorithm. Since the data for training is imbalanced (there are many more non-critical than the critical lines), we
use a variant of regression with class weighting. The model is ined tuned for best AUC-ROC [18], which measures
how well the model distinguishes between critical and non-critical lines. We pick the best performing hyperparameter values (max iterations, tolerance for stopping criteria and choice of solver for the LogisticRegression
model in the library) on the training corpus, before we use it to predict line criticality.
We used ten intra-procedural double-lock bugs from the work of Abal [16] to guide the design process. Once
we were satisied with the results, we selected 100 locking bugs from the Linux Kernel git history to evaluate its
performance (Section 5.1). The key research question of interest are:
RQ1 To what extent does Crayons suggest and prioritize plausible patches similar to those proposed by
developers (Section 5.1)?
We complemented the above main research question, with two additional ones, aimed at each of Crayons’ main
components:
RQ2 To what extent does Crayons synthesize high quality repair proposals (Sect. 5.2)?
RQ3 How efective is the learnt oracle at discriminating critical and non-critical code (Sect. 5.3)?
5.1 RQ1: Quality of the Patch Synthesis and Ranking

This irst research question evaluates Crayons as a whole, seeking to establish how well Crayons construct and
rank patch candidates for real-world bugs in the Linux Kernel.
To empirically validate Crayons as a whole we selected historical bugs in the Linux Kernel git
history, ran them through an implementation of our approach, and compared the generated patches and their
ranking against the historical ground truth.
Experiment design.

Locking is ubiquitous in operating systems, particularly in the Linux Kernel (e.g. the string lock
appears in more than 124,000 git commits). Selecting a test set would be diicult if we approached it by manually
reviewing 124,000 commits. Moreover, we are unaware of any particular name for the handled bugs within the
Linux Kernel community that could be used as a more narrow search term. Instead, we decided to select our test
set from the commits authored by Dan Carpenter, an independent (from us) expert contributor known for ixing
bugs of this kind. He is also the original author of the Linux-speciic bug inding tool Smatch.2
We started by identifying 935 commits authored by Carpenter and including the word lock within the header,
summary, or the patch. We preprocessed all the iles modiied by these commits using a łmid-life" version of
GCC compiler: GCC 6.2.1 on a Fedora Workstation 25. Files from 711 commits were preprocessed correctly. We
manually selected random commits out of these until we collected 100 bugs. The commits were not selected
by any particular ordering, not even git timestamps, and the iltering criterion was that the bugs involved lock
manipulation. Table 4 summarizes the reasons used to discard commits during sampling. Bugs were chiely
discarded for reasons outside control of Crayons (29) but some were also removed because of limitations in our
Data selection.

2 https://repo.or.cz/w/smatch.git
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Discard class

Count

Bugs outside the targeted group

Duplicated commits
Fix interfunctional bug
Fix interaction between two locking APIs
API misuse was about what was protected
Locking API not supported by EBA
EBA crashes

1
2
5
4
7
10

Limitations of implementation of Crayons

Locking API not supported by Crayons
Crayons failed to construct a single root CFG
Crayons failed to construct the initial coloring

4
3
1

Table 4. Statistics of commits discarded from consideration in the evaluation data set design process.

Measurement

#LOC

|CFG|

#CNodes

Mean
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Min
Max

67.8
53
53
57.43
12
414

61.2
49
23
47.73
10
265

14.8
11
6
12.94
1
59

Total

6509

5876

1425

Table 5. Descriptive statistics for commits included in the evaluation data set. The column labeled #LOC are the number of lines of code in the
buggy files. The | CFG | column show the test suite commits CFGs size statistics. Finally the #CNodes column shows the statistics of the number
of control nodes in the selected commits.

prototype which could not complete execution (8). In three cases the parsing component, on which Crayons and
EBA rely, did not create a single rooted CFG. Crayons contains checks in its translation from CFG to directed
graph such that when the constructed graph contains more than one root it discards the function. In one other
case, this interaction with the parser component is responsible for Crayons not being able to construct an initial
coloring, in this case several control structures were removed and an artiicial double lock bug was introduced
using statements originally present in the function; once this modiications were made, Crayons was able to
construct an initial coloring.
Among the 100 commits selected for testing, we chose to include 19 that patch locking API-misuse errors using
no-busy wait locking (e.g. mutex_lock_interruptible), that is, the calling thread gets a return code indicating
whether it holds the lock or not instead of spinning until the lock is acquired. These kind of APIs do not conform
precisely with our speciication described in Sect. 3 but they are close enough, hence, we included them to study
the precision of the suggested patches modulo the predicted imprecision. We call this set of bugs non-blocking
API bugs.
In total our test set is comprised of 76 missing lock/unlock bugs, 12 double lock bugs and 12 unlock without
lock bugs. Table 5 shows further statistics on the selected commits.
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Crayons were run for each of the 100 bugs. We divided the synthesized patches into the
following categories by closeness to the developer patch:
• Developer patch. The lock API call changes suggested by Crayons are the same as the ones the developer
applied.
• Equivalent patch. The edits suggested by Crayons in lock API calls are not the same as the developer
applied, but the colorings of both solutions are the same.
• Close patches for non-blocking APIs. The edits suggested by Crayons include a predicted lock release
instruction that arises from imperfect dealing with non-blocking APIs (e.g. mutex_lock_interruptible). If
these predicted instruction is removed, the remaining edits give the Developer or equivalent.
• Over-protects. The colorings of both solutions are not the same, but the critical section of the developer’s
solution is contained within the critical section suggested by Crayons.
• Possibly patched. The original C code does not manipulate locks directly; they are introduced as part of
macro expansion or inlining. Hence, we can not be sure of Crayons correctness.
• Incorrect. The colorings of both solutions are not the same and the critical section of the developer’s solution
overlaps with the critical section suggested by Crayons.
We consider the patches in the irst three groups as successful results for Crayons. Figure 7 shows how the patch
proposals in the irst three categories were ranked by Crayons; the lower the rank the higher on the position of
suggestions presented to the developer the patch is. Hence, the higher the left-hand side bars in Fig. 7 the better.
The median of the ranks for patches that match the developer’s version as well as patches that we classiied as
equivalent to the human-provided solution is 1, that is the majority of these kinds of patches were suggested
irst. For the non-blocking API bugs, the median rank of the corresponding Close patches for non-blocking
APIs suggestions was 3. (Recall that this bugs are not strictly within the scope of the tool, but nevertheless the
produced results are reasonable.) For 15 evaluation cases no successful patch was generatedÐthese cases are not
included in Fig. 7
It is possible that the speciic characteristics of a set of repairs leads the Developer/Equivalent patch to get
the same rank as other suggestions. Currently we do not perform any tie-breaking.
We consider a Crayons generated patch to be unsuccessful when it is within the category Over-protects,
Possibly Patched, or Incorrect. The commit 79d753209245 (double unlock) is an example of the former. Crayons
proposes a critical section three statements bigger than the developer solution. In addition, our learning infrastructure correlated a variable representing a ile system inode with taking the buggy lock. Thus the model
wrongly learns that each time the variable is read or written, the lock must be held. Since the function opens
with assigning the variable in question, patches that assumed the function to be called with the lock held (orange
entry vertex) were ranked higher than the patches that did not, resulting in mis-ranking of most of the proposals.
In response to RQ1, we note that for 63% of evaluation cases, a successful repair proposal (identical or similar
to the one already merged into the kernel) has been synthesized and ranked within the top three and 74% within
the top ive. It appears thus that Crayons is able to suggest and prioritize plausible patches well which means
that a tool like Crayons could reasonably be used as part of interactive patching interface, even if only three
patch proposals were to be presented to the user.
Execution and results.

5.2 RQ2: Feasibility of Static Template-based Patch Generation

We now turn our attention only to the synthesis part of Crayons. In particular we seek to evaluate the quality of
the repair proposals generated.
Experiment design. We want to assess whether Crayons’s patch generation method presented in Sect. 3 scales
for real iles and whether it is able to produce patches that human developers would use. We focus purely on
the feasibility of producing a good patch, ignoring ranking and ordering patches. This part of the experiments
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Fig. 7. Ranking results, the red line shows the median: for 51 out of 100 evaluation bugs the highest or second highest ranked patch is identical
or equivalent to the developer patch.

is performed on C iles (in the git history of the Linux Kernel) with known locking API bugs that have been ixed
by kernel developers (using the same dataset as for RQ1).
Each C ile is irst pre-processed, and the patch generator is given the function name and the lock details
for the bug in question. After the patch candidates have been constructed, we check if they contain the human
solution from the git history (our ground truth); in the case that it is not found, we look for an equivalent or the
closest one. We say a repair is equivalent to the developer’s patch when the lock behavior is the same in both
solutions. In the case that the patches suggested by our tool are neither, we look for the one with the closest
locking characteristics to the developer’s solution; we elaborate on our deinition of łclosež in the results, below.
Because our analysis is path insensitive, Crayons may introduce more modiications than the developer e.g.,
when a function is meant to terminate with the lock acquired in some branches but released in others Crayons
will commit to a solution with the same lock state on all branches.
Data selection.

We used the same data set as for RQ1.

The experiments were performed on a ThinkPad x250 with a 2.3 GHz dual core i5-5300U
CPU and 8 GB RAM running Fedora 32 (Workstation). The average time for generating patches per ile is 23.14s.
For most bugs we produce 7 repair candidates but the distribution is heavily skewed to the right with the median
number of candidates per bug being 12, and the mean 20.86 ± 25.81 (note the high variance). The furthest outlier
received 143 repair candidates.
To understand the characteristics of the synthesized patches, we classify them into six broad categories,
attempting to describe the closeness of the proposed repair to the one provided by a developer. The classes range
from identical with the human-made patch to introducing an inter-functional locking bug. Table 6 list all the
categories, their descriptions (for quick reference), and patch counts.
Equivalent patches arise when the developer introduced a goto label with the ix (e.g. unlock call) and then
ixed various paths with a jump to the newly introduced label. In other cases, the label was already present,
but not all execution paths would reach it, then the developer introduced the missing goto jumps; in all these
Execution and results.
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Class name

Description

Developer patch
Equivalent patch

The proposed ix matches the developer’s solution
28
The induced colorings of the developer solution matches the ones from 38
the suggested patch
The proposed repair includes manipulations arising from analysis im- 19
precisions
8
The critical section of the suggested patch is bigger than the human
made solution
We cannot be sure of the correctness of this patch as the original (non- 3
preprocessed) code does not manipulate locks directly
The proposed solution induces an inter-functional bug
4

Close patches for non-blocking APIs
Over-protecting
Possibly patched
Incorrect

Patch count

Table 6. Classification of the patches generated by Crayons and the number of patches in each category. For each bug the best result (the most
similar to human patch) synthesized by Crayons is classified.

cases Crayons proposes introducing the correct locking API call at each branch. Close patches for non-blocking
APIs suggestions are the proposals that Crayons generated for the non-blocking API bugs set (Sect. 5.3). These
bugs use a non-busy wait locking API, such API is not precisely modeled by our speciication because when a
lock function is called (e.g., mutex_lock_interruptible) a status code is returned indicating whether the lock was
successfully acquired or not instead of performing a busy wait. Crayons assume the lock acquiring function
performs a busy wait, so the code that actually checks for lock acquisition is marked as protected, hence when
repairing such bugs an unlock after this code is inserted by Crayons, however, if this extra unlock is removed
then the patch is equivalent or identical to the human made solution. We discuss how to address this limitation
in Sect. 6.1. Patches that over protect are primarily due to Crayons introducing an API call as the last statement
before a control low join point while the developer introduced it before. In a few cases (Possibly patched), we can
not be sure if the patch is correct as the original code does not manipulate locks directly, but they are introduced
as part of macro expansions. Finally, incorrect patches are those calculated by Crayons such that if applied, they
would introduce an inter-functional bug; it could be an inter-functional API misuse or a critical section breaking
bug, that is, the lock should not be released on some control paths and Crayons introduces unlocks on those.
The Equivalent patch class is further divided into ive classes depending on what control low mechanism the
developer employed in the solution. The most common repair was the introduction of goto jumps to existing
labels, followed by repairs that introduce a goto label and a jump to it. The Close patches for non-blocking
APIs suggestions are subdivided similarly, except that they include an an extra unlock due to the analysis
imprecision of our tool when handling non-busy wait locking APIs. Table 7 lists the Equivalent and Close patches
for non-blocking APIs sub-classes and their sizes.
Over-protecting repairs emerge when the developer, using criticality knowledge, rearranges the lock acquisition
or release (as in commit 79d7532 in Sect. 5.3) to make the critical section smaller but overlapping with the original
one. In contrast Crayons suggest a conservative repair inserting API calls at join points.
In four cases (4%) Crayons proposed patches that, if adopted, would introduce inter-functional bugs. These
bugs are of two types, locking API misuse and inter-functional critical section breakage. Inter-functional API
misuses are introduced in one case (1%) when the proposed repair suggests to insert an unlock after a function
call, however the function being called reacquires the buggy lock. On the other hand, critical section breakage
errors are introduced when a function should return with the lock held in some paths and with the lock released
in others. Crayons uses a single virtual sink node to which all exit nodes are redirected and detects this lock
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Repair Class

Repair sub-class

Count

Equivalent Patch

Equivalent
Equivalent (goto jmp)
Equivalent (goto label + jmp)
Equivalent (break)

1
18
16
3

Close patches for non-blocking APIs

Equivalent
Equivalent (break)
Equivalent (goto label + jmp)
Equivalent (goto jmp)
Developer

9
1
7
1
1

Table 7. Equivalent and Close patches for non-blocking APIs sub-classes and their count.

state diference as a coloring problem at the sink. To ix it, Crayons transforms the graph and the coloring so
that all paths leave the control with the lock held or released but not both. In Sect. 6.1 we discuss how we can
address this limitation.
5.3 RQ3: The Quality of the Learnt Oracle

We want to evaluate how well the learned models predict criticality. To answer RQ3, we simulate
training and criticality evaluation on a set of labeled CFGs, with types, names, regions, and efects, generated
from 1000 non-buggy iles in the Linux Kernel source tree for release 5.6.19.
We split the generated set into the training evaluation sets, ensuring that there is no information low between
the two to avoid overitting. We only consider iles in which at least one lock is used. For each identiied lock, we
select for evaluation one function � that manipulates or uses it. The CFGs from the remaining functions in the
same ile then serve as the training set � . If there is no function in the C ile that uses the same lock, we explore
iles in the same subsystem to ind a function that uses the same lock, i.e., a lock with the same name and type.
We grow the training set with CFGs from other iles that belong to the same subsystem in the Linux Kernel.
We calculate the TF-IDF for features in the body of the evaluation function � and in all code in the training
set � . Tokens are extracted with respect to each of the four features listed in Sect. 4.1, and we calculate TF-IDF
per line, summing over or taking max of multiple feature values like in Eq. (5). This is congruent with how the
learning component is used for ranking in our static repair method.
Experiment design.

AUC (Area Under The Curve) ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) (in short AUCROC) is an established evaluation metric for checking classiication model performance. The metric indicates
how well a model distinguishes between classes. The range of values for this metric is [0,1]; higher is better.
The value of 0.5 indicates that the model has no class separation capacity and values of 0 and 1, respectively,
represent perfect misclassiication and perfect classiication for a classiier. We use this metric to evaluate the
performance of the models that are learned for each sub-system as explained above. It allows us to avoid selecting
a speciic classiication threshold, which is consistent with the ranking method described in Sect. 3.3Ðour patch
prioritization does not use a threshold either, but rather uses the real number from the classiier directly.
Performance evaluation.

The search in the kernel codebase (ver. 5.6.19) gives 3352 candidate iles that have a lock acquired
in at least one function (restricted to the iles that are processed by EBA within a 60 minute time limit and
within 24h total time limit for 7 subsystems). We used 1000 random iles, out of the search results, from seven
Data selection.
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Subsystem
drivers
fs
sound
kernel
net
lib
arch

#LOC
245928
14555
27948
6112
10816
1024
6195

mode= sum (additive)
a=1 a=10 a=100 a=1000
0.75 0.75
0.76
0.76
0.72 0.72
0.72
0.72
0.75 0.76
0.76
0.76
0.71 0.71
0.71
0.71
0.76 0.76
0.76
0.76
0.75 0.74
0.75
0.74
0.73 0.73
0.77
0.78
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mode= max (winner-takes-all)
a=1 a=10 a=100 a=1000
0.76 0.77
0.77
0.77
0.74 0.74
0.74
0.74
0.75 0.78
0.78
0.78
0.72 0.72
0.72
0.72
0.77 0.78
0.78
0.78
0.75 0.74
0.75
0.74
0.73 0.73
0.80
0.80

Table 8. The average AUC-ROC calculated over 100 iterations for seven subsystems, under different choices of the TF-IDF parameter � , and two
modes of criticality superposition (additive vs winner-takes-all). #LOC is the total number of lines in the bodies of functions in each subsystem
after preprocessing; header files are not counted except if containing functions.

Fig. 8. ROC curve calculated for data from seven sub-systems in the Linux Kernel (with a=1000, mode=max).

subsystems: Drivers, Net, Fs, Sound, Kernel, Lib, and Arch. The labeled CFGs for these iles are generated using
EBA (Sect. 4), separately per each lock in the ile. The average size of the iles included in the experiments is
1.5 KB. We hold out 20% of the set for evaluation. We run the experiments in 100 iterations for each subsystem
and report the average AUC-ROC. The average time for each iteration is 2.59 second.
The calculation of TF-IDF for all iles is performed on a cluster of Linux machines with eighty
2.20 GHz CPU nodes. We parallelized this calculation per ile. Depending on the size of the input a single ile
is processed in few minutes, but it can take up to hours (due to the sheer number of features involved). There
are plenty of opportunities to optimize this part that we have not explored. The actual regression and evaluation
Execution and results.
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are relatively fast (they take ca. 9 minutes). We do not report the precise times, as we used a time shared machine
with other users for this experiment.
Figure 8 shows the obtained AUC-ROC curve for the seven kernel subsystems and Tbl. 8 details the values
obtained. The performance of the best tuned classiiers varies between 0.71 − 0.80 (the fraction of correctly
ordered positive and negative cases). This is consistent with the overall performance of Crayons discussed in
Sect. 5.1, so it is likely responsibly for the quality of the obtained ranking.
We were also interested in how the diferent features contribute to the quality of the classiier, and, in particular,
whether there is any beneit of using the static analyzer’s memory and efect abstractions, over the syntactic
information in the names of variables and types. The regression mechanism captures this information in the
itted coeicients of the linear equation (5). The average weight value calculated for the four features (assuming
a=1000 and mode=max, which are the values used in patch ranking) is as follows:
regions: -0.1 efects (with regions): 1.0 variable type: 0.2 variable name: 0.3
showing that the efects with regions embedded are the feature that has the most inluence on correct prediction,
and it is considerably more informative than the syntactic features. Indeed, the inluence of the other features is
minimal.
To conclude, the results of the experiments show that we can obtain models constructed by the learning
method, with performance 0.71 − 0.80, which can efectively predict criticality of lines, largely thanks to the
semantic information about efects and regions produced by the static analyzer.
6

DISCUSSION

6.1 Limitations of Crayons APR

We want to briely relect on the limitations of our APR method. The Close patches for non-blocking APIs
patch problem (Sect. 5.2), arising for no-busy-wait locks, is not an inherent issue with the method, but more
of an implementation issue. To handle these patches irst class, the semantic part of a tool implementing
our approach must be able to distinguish when such an API is used and create an initial coloring that only
assigns orange to the irst statement inside the critical section. According to our test cases, it seems a no
busy wait locking API, like mutex_lock_interruptible, is used within the condition of an if as follows:
if(mutex_lock_interruptible(l)) return v; pstmt1; such that v is a default error code and pstmt1 is the
irst protected statement. Hence, instead of assigning red to mutex_lock_interruptible(l), the initial coloring
should only assign orange to pstmt1.
The Over-protecting class (Sect. 5.1) exposes a limitation of Crayons’ understanding of critical sections. In
the patch generator, we determine a critical section by the placement of the API calls in the initial coloring. Then
repair transformations are performed at the latest valid point, e.g., at control low join points. Patches in this class
propose a larger than necessary critical section, and the tool is not attempting to synthesize smaller proposals.
A compelling alternative would be to integrate the criticality model and the synthesizer more tightly, so that a
more reined initial coloring is produced, e.g. assigning black to statements that surely are not critical, and orange
to statements that surely should be protected. This would let our synthesis machinery construct candidates that
respect those constraints. Exploring these possibilities is left to the future work.
Presently Crayons do not handle functions where the state of the lock is diferent at diferent exit points. To
address this issue, at some extent, we could classify the exit points according to their lock state and the available
semantic information (e.g. successful or failed execution) and make sure the classes do not intersect (i.e. all
successful executions leave the function holding the lock and only the failed executions release the lock).
Our repairs may introduce deadlocks between threads, if they change the order of operation between distinct
locks. Our approach could be modiied to handle lock order as well. Figure 9 shows how the use of two locks �
and � could be expressed when the acquisition of lock � must happen after lock’s �. The construction of this model
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Fig. 9. Lock order model for two locks � and � when lock � must be taken after � has been acquired and released before � . The left hand side of
the dotted line models the correct API use for the lock � while the right hand side models it for the lock � . The crossing black arrows define the
acquisition order.

can be automatized once the lock order is deined, which we would like to add as an additional learning objective.
However, as we generate human made patches for many cases now, this is unlikely to improve results practically
(while reasoning about concurrent deadlocks statically requires an entirely diferent machinery, e.g. [19]).
Finally, Crayons does not serialize patches to the dif format applicable to the source iles in C. This is because
patches need to be applied to code before preprocessing, and reversing the preprocessing is a diicult problem,
which requires dedicated research efort.
6.2 Threats to Validity of the Evaluation Experiments

In the experiments for RQ3, we generate the corpus of labeled CFGs without knowing that the
subject source iles do not contain double-lock bugs. This is a reasonable assumption. Bugs are rare and an odd
ile containing a bug should not inluence the results much. In fact, this setup relects the way the oracle is later
used for ranking: since EBA is incomplete, we cannot be sure that when ranking bug candidates we will not be
learning from buggy functions as well.
EBA generates CFGs including line numbers, the set of efects, regions, variable names and types for each
line, for all lines except for the branching points, where only the information about the regions and efects is
presented. This reduces the accuracy in learning the criticality model in comparison to having the full range of
features in all lines. Similarly, in some places the name and type of a struct used in the line is included without
the name and the type of the accessed member. These problems do not invalidate the results. Resolving them
would likely lead to a better ranking of the patches.
Internal Validity.

The development of Crayons has been guided by the 10 double-lock bugs in the Linux Kernel
described by Abal et al. [16]. To avoid bias in evaluation, the experiments of Sect. 5 have been executed on 100
diferent cases of lock manipulation bugs ixed by Dan Carpenter in the Linux Kernel history. There is a risk
of the tool performing particularly well on Carpenter’s bugs by accident. However, constructing suitable sets
of conirmed bugs for a system of complexity and scale of the Linux Kernel is extremely diicult and requires
expert knowledge. Thus to avoid construct validity issues, we rely on known historical bugs that have been ixed
by an expert. The design of the tool has followed broad semantic principles, not the work of this expert, though.
External Validity.
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Furthermore, we used a rather generic metric (sum of errors) for creating the ranking to avoid biasing the design
towards the evaluation set. At the same time, being able to evaluate on real examples gives us conidence that the
method is scalable and sophisticated enough for real problems.
6.3 Beyond Locking API Misuses

An interesting question is: to what extent can Crayons be generalized/adapted to automatically suggest patches for
misuses of other APIs?. To address this question we focus on Crayons’s main components.
The labels on Fig. 4a relect how the pre-conditions and post-conditions of our Hoare triples relate. This means
that we can replace them by any other Hoare triples as long as the graph depicts their relation, that is, the
post-condition of any arrow source matches the pre-condition of its head. The graph in Fig. 4a neither imposes
any restriction to the type or form of the statement of the Hore triple. It can be a function call in the way we
use it in the present paper or a block of statements; it can even be expressed not as a C statement but as an
intermediate representation statement. This allows more complex statements to be considered (e.g. as in bug
c202e2ebe1dc). The misuse graph in Fig. 4b is deined in terms of the graph in Fig. 4a and the repairs in Tbl. 3
are deined by considering the colors of the nodes in Fig. 4. It is only when we interpret the colors of the nodes
back to the Hoare triplets’ functions (lock, unlock) that we give the repairs a meaning in terms of a locking API.
Crayons’s learning component is also driven by labeling. To learn other APIs the labeling needs to be consistent
with the one used on the synthesis part. In learning we use Eq. (4) as our criticality heuristic and Eq. (5) as
a measure for our line labeling. The general from of the equation for calculating the weight of lines can be
considered as:

�� (h) = �

Ê

h(�) + �

� ∈R(�� )

Ê

h(�) + �

� ∈ER(�� )

Ê

h(�) + �

� ∈VN(�� )

Ê

h(�)

(6)

� ∈VT(�� )

Equation (6) suggests that to generalize Crayons’s learning component only designing a new learning heuristic
(h) is required. For example, in case of a �-function APIs, this heuristic can be a weight obtained using a multilabel
classiier. Furthermore, this observation also suggest a future work research question: to what extent Crayons
learning component can be API agnostic?
We hypothesize that if the tracking characteristic (criticality, memory management) is expressible in the
language’s grammar (e.g. variable assignment and use in the case of memory management) then learning can
be reduced to a form of liveness analysis. However, when the tracking characteristic is not expressible in the
language’s grammar (e.g. which statements must be protected by a given lock), then our learning proposal is
applicable out-of-the-box considering the modiications we discussed earlier.
Figure 10a depicts how a memory management API can be modeled by relabeling the nodes in Fig. 4a. This
model assumes an ininite amount of memory, that is, malloc never returns NULL; modeling NULL return is
equivalent to modeling non-busy-wait locks. Figure 10b shows what memory management API misuses are
derived from Fig. 10a. The main technical diference between a locking API and a memory management API is
that critical sections are signiicantly smaller compared to live sections, e.g. a memory location reservation can
live through a series of function calls before its release. This diference implies that in order to have a more precise
view of the program, using a strong alias analysis is required as well as a constraint solver. The former is needed
because the likelihood of introducing aliases (e.g. function pointers) increases with the size of the code. The latter
is needed to keep track of functions that return diferent states (return codes) in which the tracked property
(memory management) is not consistent among them. However, we believe it can be possible for Crayons to
tackle simpler intra-functional memory bugs e.g. 1b9dadba5022.
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Fig. 11. Static Automatic Program Repair Architecture. The boxes represent the main components and the arrows how the information flow
between them.

6.4 A static APR architecture.

Our previous discussion suggest an architecture for static APR that we depict in Fig. 11. It is composed of ive
main modules: Static Analysis, Learning Oracle, Fault Localization, Patch Generation and Patch Ranking. The
Static Analysis module is responsible for collecting and providing static analysis(es) results. The Learning Oracle
module generalizes the information provided by the Static Analysis module; if the Static Analysis module is
precise enough to properly rank suggestions for the repairs under consideration, then the Learning Oracle can be
reduced to an identity module.
The Fault Localization module is responsible for bug inding while the Patch Generation module generates
patch candidates; both obtain their program information from the Static Analysis module. Finally, the Patch
Ranking module, aided by the Learning Oracle, ranks the patches generated by the Patch Generation module to
be presented to the user.
Figure 12 shows how we realized our architecture proposal in Crayons. We use the EBA Bug Finder (Sect. 2.1)
as the Static Analysis and Fault Localization modules. Our coloring algorithm (Sect. 3.2) conforms the Patch
Generation module. Our technique for learning and predicting critical sections in Sect. 4 composes the Learning
Oracle module and inally the diference between the oracle’s prediction and the critical sections of the proposed
repair in Eq. (3) is our Patch Ranking module.
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Fig. 12. Crayons realization of the architecture in Fig. 11

7

RELATED WORK

Program repair concerns the general problem of automatically producing source-level patches for bugs in
programs [1]. Much of the research in automatic program repair (APR) focuses on dynamic repair, which uses test
cases to identify bugs and validate patches. Techniques vary in patch construction methodology, from heuristic
application of mutation operators [2, 7, 8]; to use of inductive program synthesis over inferred speciications to
construct replacement code [9, 10, 20]; to combinations of both semantic and heuristic approaches [21]. Certain
classes of dynamic repair have seen adoption in industry contexts [22, 23]. However, tests are only suitable for
identifying certain types of bugs in certain classes of software. Some bugs are diicult to test for deterministically,
like resource leaks or concurrency errors, while certain types of software (like many parts of the Linux Kernel)
are not amenable to widespread automated testing. Most general-purpose, test-based, dynamic approaches do
not readily apply to our domain.
Static analysis techniques are growing in popularity to ind such bugs in practice [24]. The fact that ixing
statically-identiied bugs remains a largely manual process is a barrier to widespread adoption of such tools [25, 26].
To that end, some static analyzers have begun suggesting lightweight łquick ixesž [27], but these tend to not be
very semantically deep (e.g., inserting the final modiier). Researchers have recently sought to develop more
complex templates for such warnings, either manually [28, 29] or using machine learning over source control
histories [30, 31]. Machine learning over source control histories is a promising route for learning richer or
more semantically meaningful static bug repairs, as demonstrated by Getaix [14] (which targets bugs lagged
by Infer [32]) and Phoenix [33] (which integrates with Findbugs [34]). Deepix applies a sequence-to-sequence
model to learn ixes for compiler errors in student programs [35].
Although we also use static analysis to lag the bug under repair and to validate its removal, we do not rely on
clustering or machine learning to suggest patches, and all training data required for our technique is taken from
the program under repair. Our technique is perhaps more conceptually similar to FootPatch [13], which uses a
separation logic-based static analysis to ind heap-related bugs, and then identify (and syntactically contextualize)
ixing code from elsewhere in the same program callgraph. We target a diferent class of bugs, and do not used
logic-based inference to identify ix code, but do rely on analysis of resource and API usage in the rest of a given
program to inform patch construction.
More formal methods for static repair include veriication-based approaches, using LTL speciications [36, 37],
SAT [38], deductive synthesis [39], model checking for boolean programs [40], or abstract interpretation [41].
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Although theoretically more rigorous in their guarantees, such veriication-based program repair techniques
have not been shown to scale or apply to bugs in real-world programs like the Linux Kernel.
Other closely related works include dynamic techniques that focus speciically on concurrency errors or
atomicity violations, including Aix [42], Axis [43], Grail [19], PFix [44], HFix [45], and AFixer [46], and Cai and
Cao’s work [47], among others. Despite making use of some degree of static reasoning, this class of techniques
typically either assume the provision as input of a bug report identifying a particular atomicity violation to be
repaired, and are built on top of dynamic bug inders, or make use of runtime analysis explicitly (e.g., to analyze
memory access patterns). Since we do not have access to runtime analysis of our test suite subjects, we are unable
to compare against these tools. A broader class of concurrency bugs, including deadlocks, have been addressed
using constraint solving and bounded model checking [48, 49]. These techniques provide strong guarantees, and
can be guided to produce patches that minimally change the program, but have not been shown to scale beyond
a couple hundred lines of code.
Deadlocks (and atomicity violations [50]) can also be avoided using runtime techniques [51ś53], which instrument or otherwise monitor a program to preempt deadlocks during execution. This type of self-healing strategy
does not seek to patch program source, and can be viewed as complementary to our own approach. It typically
imposes runtime overhead.
8

CONCLUSION

Crayons are a new static APR method and tool for bugs in using the lock API. Crayons scale to the code base
of the Linux Kernel. The approach uses a combination of static, template-based generation of patch candidates
with a learning-based model for prioritizing plausible patches. Our experiments show that the TF-IDF regression
model has up to 80% performance in detecting critical sections, and that the entire repair technique generates
a modest number of patches (it scales), it is able to recover human-made patches for 8 out of 10 real Linux
Kernel bugs, and it prioritizes the human-made patches among the top three for 63% of the cases and among
the top ive for 74%. To our best knowledge this is the irst static APR tool able to handle a so substantial
and real code base. The prototype implementation of Crayons and the bugs used for testing are available at
https://bitbucket.org/itu-square/crayonstosem.git.
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